Hand Held Drum Mixers
DM-55ADH Series Mixer Drives

For Maximum Speed & Uniformity

Using Drum-Mates hand-held air operated mixers, such as the DM-45ADH, ¾ horsepower or the DM-55ADH, 1.5 horsepower mixer drive, gives maximum drum-to-drum blending efficiency with best product uniformity in the shortest time. These powerful blenders are transformed to explosion-proof mixers when they are rigged with the DM-166GWK grounding protection, explosion-proof cable kit.

The mixer ensures a safe, rapid means for reconditioning stratified or sedimented, non-flammable or flammable liquid compounds back to their original uniformity. Padded handle grips, an ergonomic Rpm shaft speed control and quick-change stainless steel shaft coupler are all included. When the mixer shaft is used with the DM-55MRT mixer rinse and storage tube, it allows the operator to move quickly between different product types without cross-contamination. Best Operator, factory & environment protection, & maximum liquid splash-out and fume prevention are provided when the Operator uses the DM-55SCC Series SplashCaps™ for drums with bung-holes. (SplashCaps™ can be fitted for any drum, world-wide.)

Hand Held Drum Mixer Drive Models  (Mixer shaft with impellers sold separately.)
DM-45ADH, Hand grips, Rpm control, stainless steel shaft coupler, ¾ horsepower
DM-55ADH, Hand grips, Rpm control, stainless steel shaft coupler, 1.5 horsepower

DM-55MRT Mixer Rinse & Storage Tube
For best mixer cleaning; to avoid cross-contamination; to safely store your bung entry mixer…..

Operating Instructions & Warnings

- **Operator Safety**, Never operate mixer outside the drum. Spinning blades can cause injury.
- **Prevent Splashout**, Always use the slowest shaft speed to keep liquids in mixing container.
- **Mixing Flammable Liquids**, Only use explosion proof mixer drives for flammable operations.
- **Prevent Drum Wall Damage**, Use careful handling at all times to prevent drum wall damage.
- **For Best Mixing Quality Control**, Request and follow DRUM-MATES® TQMixing Guidelines™

Mixing Oil Based Liquids, Use the high efficiency DM-55ZPM zinc plated drum mixer
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